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method in the language of the classical mechanics. The SCC method

turns out to give a prescription how to dynamically extract a

"maximally-decoupled" collective submanifold (hypersurface) out of

the TDHF manifold, in such a way that a certain ki.nd of trajecto-

ries corresponding to the large-amplitude collective motion under

consideration can be reproduced on the hypersurface as precisely as

possible. The stability of the hypersurface at each point on it is

investigated, in order to see whether the hypersurface obtained by

the SCC method is really an approximate integral surface in the

TDHF manifold or not.
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Tanashi, Tokyo 188
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Abstract

The geometry of the self-consistent collective-coordinate

(SCC) method formulated within the framework of the time-dependent

Hartree-Fock (TDHF) theory is investigated by associating the

variational parameters with a symplectic manifold (a TDHF mani-

fold) . With the use of a canonical-variables parametrization, it

is shown that the TDHF equation is equivalent to the canonical

equations of motion in classical mechanics in the TDHF manifold.

This enables us to investigate geometrical structure of the SCC
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51. Introduction and Summary

One of the most urgent need for describing the large-amplitude

collective motion is to develop a microscopic theory capable by it-

self of determining a "maximally-decoupled" collective subspace in

the many-fermion Hilbert space. Here the "maximally-decoupled"

collective subspace must satisfy such a dynamical condition that

the Hamiltonian provides no serious coupling between the collective

subspace and its orthogonal complement. Namely, it must be an

approximate invariant subspace of the Hamiltonian- In order to

specify such a collective subspace, we have proposed the self-con-

sistent collective-coordinate (SCO method '' ' , by formulating

the "maximal-decoupling condition" in a form called the invariance

principle of the (time-dependent) SchrSdinger equation

Within the framework of the time-dependent Hartree-Fock (TDHF)

theory, in the previous paper , we have illustrated the following

essential ingredients of the SCC method by the use of a simple

solvable model: The TDHF theory determines trajectories in a Ip-lh

parameter space ("TDHF manifold")f which represent the time-evolu-

tion of the system characterized by the time-dependent single

Slater determinants. The SCC method gives a prescription how to

*) A detailed and self-contained explanation on the SCC method as

well as the invariance principle of the (time-dependent)

Schrodinger equation is given in Lecture at the 1982 Brasov

International Summer School.

dynamically extract a hypersurface called a "maximally-decoupled

collective submanifold" out of the TDHF manifold, in such a way

that a certain kind of TDHF trajectories corresponding to the

large-amplitude collective motion under consideration can be repro-

duced on the hypersurface as precisely as possible.

The hypersurface obtained by the SCC method may be considered

as an approximate integral surface, which is a "classical" manifes-

tation of the approximate invariant subspace of the Hamiltonian.

In order to certify that the hypersurface obtained by the SCC

method is really an approximate integral surface in the TDHF mani-

fold, however, it is decisive to investigate the stability of the

hypersurface at each point on it: The maximal-decoupling condition

formulated within the framework of the TDHF theory certifies only

the feet that the total energy of the system is stationary at each

point of the hypersurface with respect to the variations of "non-

collective" variables, which are perpendicular to the tangential

directions of the hypersurface. Thus, the stability condition of

the hypersurface has to be obtained by investigating the second-

order derivatives of the total energy at each point on the

hypersurface with respect to the non-collective variables.

The main purpose of this paper is to investigate the geometry

of the SCC method by formulating the TDHF equation in the form of

the canonical equations of motion in classical mechanics in the

TDHF manifold, and to clarify the stability condition of the

hypersurface.



In 52, the symplectic structure of the TDHF manifold is dis-

played by introducing a canonical-variables representation, which

is more transparent for the present purpose than that used by

Kramer and saraoeno . It is also shown that the canonical vari-

ables thus introduced are simply "classical" correspondents of the

bosons which are obtained by the c-ordered (generalized Holstein-

Primakoff) boson mapping of particle-hole pairs discussed by

Marshalek and Janssen et al. .

Once this canonical-variables representation is used, the TDHP

trajectories can be regarded as solutions of the canonical equa-

tions of motion in classical mechanics. This enables us to

reformulate the whole SCC method in terms of the classical

mechanics. The reformulation is made in §3 for the purpose to

clarify the geometrical structure of the invariance principle of

the (time-dependent) SchrQdinqer equation which is the basic

principle of the SCC method. It is shown that the obtained

geometrical structure is consistent with the underlying picture of

da Providencia and Urbano in their interpretation of the

invariance principle. In 54, the maximal-decoupling condition

automatically incorporated in the SCC method is demonstrated from

the geometrical point of view, by introducing a set of "local"

non-collective canonical variables depending on each point of the

hypersurface. With the aid of the local non-collective canonical

variables, in 55 the stability condition of the hypersurface is

given. The existence of the hypersurface satisfying both the

maximal-decoupling and the stability conditions certainly means

that there exists an approximate integral surface in the huge-

dimensional TDHF manifold.

52. Symplectic Structure of the TDHF Manifold

An excellent study of the geometry of the TDHF method has been

made by Kramer and Saraceno by associating the variational para-

meters with a symplectic TDHF manifold. The aim of this section is

to display the symplectic structure of the TDHF manifold by intro-

ducing a canonical-variables representation which is more transpar-

ent for the purpose of this paper than that used by Kramer and

Saraceno.

Let us start wi' h a general time-dependent single Slater

determinant

Fit) = Iyit* l l itt)aJb++£J1lt)b1« l l} , ( 2 1 )

satisfying the TDHF equation

" = 0 ,1 3t
(2.2)

where |tn> is the Hartree-Fock ground state with energy EQ and aj

and bt mean the particle- and hole-creation operators with respect

*) Throughout the paper, we adopt the convention
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bJV = ° ' i = l.-".N (2.3)**'

M(N) being a number of single-particle (hole) states under consid-

eration.

Our first task is to introduce a new set of time-dependent

variables {C .(t),CJj(t)} instead of the set of variables {fyi(t),

f*.(t)} in Eq. (2.1), so as to satisfy the canonical equations of

iC
•pi

3H

3H

3H

(2.4a)

(2.4b)

j Tr{C+-dC-dI+-C) , (2.6)

where C and C denote an M by N matrix and its hermitian conjugate,

respectively, defined by

(C>ui " Cyi ' (tt)ip " ^ i ' (2.7)

and the matrix notation on the right-hand side means

Tr{E+.dC-dCt-C} -

After direct calculations, we have

<* le"^—2- e
i f U > = TrJrtsin

2/FFT. 3F af^.sir
*0' 3 C

p i '*° ' 2PPT 3Cyi 3Cpi 5

where the matrices F and F are defined by

(2.8)

(2.9)

(2.5)

9)According to the theorem of Frobenius and Darboux , as shown

in Ref. 1, such a choice of the canonical variables {C .(t),C*.(t)J

is generally possible. The procedure is the following: We adopt

the new variables so as to satisfy

**) Throughout the paper, we use the convention of denoting

occupied single-particle states of |<$>0> by indices i,j,---, and

unoccupied single-particle states by indices |i,v,"-.

By substituting Eq. (2.9) into Eq. (2.6) and by using

we obtain

|Tr{

- |xr(dFf--

/FFT

= |-TrCct-d«:-dC+-C} .

,2.10)

(2.11)

(2.12)
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This implies that the new variables }given by

/ffT

satisfy the relation

(2.13)

e * 3CJ7 e l l*0>="2Cpi' (2.14)

which just corresponds to the canonical-variables condition

introduced in the SCC method.

In order to see that the variables (Cu-wC*j} obtained by Eq.

(2,13) really satisfy the canonical equations of motion (2.4a), we

first notice the following relations

(2.15)

which is obtained from Eq. (2.14) provided that the TDHF parameter

space is a complex analytic manifold satisfying the inteqrability

condition

(2.16)

Now, the TDHF equation (2.2) can be written in terms of the

variables {Cpi (t) , 0 ^ (t)} in the form

By taking |6*fl> - 0(ji|t0> and °1Jil*o
> a n d by using the relation

(2.15), Eq. (2.17) is simply reduced to the canonical equations of

motion (2.4a).

The existence of the set of canonical variables fcji(t), Cy^lt))

implies that the TDHF trajectories, which represent the time-evolu-

tion of the system described by the time-dependent single Slater

determinants obeying Eq. (2.2), are simply described by the equa-

tions of motion (2.4a) in classical mechanics

i' H )P
iC* i< H } P.B. '

(2.18)

in a 2MN dimensional classical phase space, i.e., the TDHF manifold

as a symplectic manifold M , whose symplectic structure is simply

given by the Poisson bracket

tA' B}P
[ I S 3B 3B dh i

J 1 3 C Mi 3 M i 3 C Mi 3 C M i
(2.19)

By direct calculations, we obtain the following relations:
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variables condition (2.14).

This correspondence becomes more transparent from the follow-

ing fact: The c-ordered boson mapping of the fermion-pair opera-

tors is determined so as to keep the Lie algebra

H M (2.20)

where IM denotes an M by M unit matrix. As is easily seen from the

form of the right-hand side of Eq. (2.20), the canonical variables

{C -#C*.;} correspond to the c-number version of the boson operators

M4. ^ Mi MJ- MJ. (2.21)

which are used in the c-ordered (generalized Holstein-Primakoff)

boson mapping of fermion-pair operators {a av, b^b^, a b k, b^a } by

Marshalek and Janssen et al.
8)

a b ]

(2.23)

[bb.. bbj,] = a . ^ b ^ - a ^ b ^ ,

while the Poisson bracket (2.19) yields a realization of the Lie

algebra

(2.24)

with

Such a correspondence has also been found by Kuriyama and

a from a different point of view based on the canonical-

— n 1 o



53. Collective Submanifold based on the SCC Method

In the previous section, we have seen that the TDHF equation

(2.2) is equivalent to the canonical equations of motion (2.18) in

classical mechanics (with the classical Hamiltonian (2.5)) in the

TDHF manifold. This enables us to investigate geometrical struc-

ture of the SCC method formulated within the framework of the TDHF

theory, by using the language of the classical mechanics.

If there exists an (approximate) invariant subspace of the

Hamiltonian, i.e., the third integral of the motion, a certain kind

of trajectories in the TDHF manifold H defined by the canonical

equations of motion (2.18) may be described by only a few "collec-

tive" canonical variables (ijlt) ,n* (t) ; r=l,2 ,• • • ,\'< MN} ;

*r = ̂ ( n? + nr> • Pr-^<"; " V • <3-1>

In order to avoid unnecessary complexity of the presentation, we

hereafter restrict ourselves to the simplest case with r=l, i.e. a

single pair of collective variables (n,n*). (The extention to the

case with r>l is straightforward.) We then consider a general

variable transformation from the canonical variables (Cui,C*i) to a

set of variables (n,n*,Ca,CJ;a=l,2,•••, HN-1) including the collec-

tive variables (n,1*);

*± = cj. (n,n (3.2)

Now, let us introduce the Taylor expansion of (C ,C*) with

lective variables hereafter, around a point (n,n*,Ka=0,5*=0);

c<0> - rc ,
Si " [CMi] '

(3.3)
etc.

where the symbol [g] for any function g(n,n*,5a,5*) denotes the

value at the expansion point (n,n*,5o=0,5*=0),

[g] = g(n,n*,5 =o,5*=o) ,

(3.4)

and is a function of the collective variables (i,n*) alone. In the

same way, the Taylor expansions of 3H/3C . and 3H/3C*. with respect

to the non-collective variables are written as

^ ) • •••.,3.5,

From Eqs. (3.3) and (3.5), we obtain the expansion forms of the

functions

,3Cy
respect to the (2MN-2) variables I, which are called non-col-

3H
3n

i _8H_ . 3CHi 3H ,
)C t ~3n~ 3c1"'
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C
{f

whose lowest orders are

r3H 3H 3Cu

3H
=*i

(3.6)

(3.7a)

(3.7b)

The SCC method intends to fix the collective submanifold T. so as to

satisfy the conditions (3.8) and (3.9). The aim of this section is

to demonstrate such geometrical structure of the SCC method.

The first basic requirement of the SCC method is the invari-

ance principle of the time-dependent Schrodinqer equation which

is expressed, in the present case, as

(3.10)

In the language of the classical mechanics, the SCC method

within the framework of the TDHF theory is just to determine the

canonical collective variables (n,n*) so as to satisfy the condi-

tions

t|S-] = 0 , [|Sy] = 0 , (a=l,---,MN-l) (3.8)

l̂ —J = -in- , u n t j = in . ,•> Q\

on on \ J • y )

Eq. (3.8) is simply the maximal-decoupling condition and Eq. (3.9)

is the canonical equations of collective motion. From a geometri-

cal point of view, the SCC method may be stated as follows: A set

of functions [C . ] and [CJĴ ] , which depend on the collective vari-

ables (n<n*) alone, defines a collective submanifold (hypersurface)E

imbedded in the 2MN-dimensional TDHF manifold M 2 M N. The use of a

pair of collective variables (n,n*T is simply to introduce a two-

dimensional "collective" symplectic manifold M which is a diffeo-

morphic manifold of the collective submanifqld I. (See Fig. 1 ) .

whose formal structure is the same as that of the original equa-

tions of motion (2.4a). This implies that the collective submani-

fold z (,or equivalently, the mapping functions M' -•• E given by a

set of [c .] and [C*.],) must be determined in such a way that the

form of the canonical equations of motion approximately remains

invariant under the variable transformation (3.2). since the time

dependence of [C .) and l̂ Ĵ l is specified by that of the collec-

tive variables (n,n*), Eq. (3.10) is written as

an*+ in*
, 3H j
l9C*.J

in

m'
" W i 1 . 3H .

— = " I sc—!
8V~W"~" ' *" an

With the aid of Eq. (3.7), we obtain

(3.11)
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'an1 3n* (3.12)

The second basic requirement of the SCC method is the canoni-

cal-variables condition. This requires that the pair of the col-

lective variables (n,n*) has to be canonical, i.e., it has to sat-

isfy the canonical equations of collective motion (3.9). As is

easily seen, Eq. (3.12) reduces to Eq. (3.9) with th3 condition

With the aid of the theorem of Frobenius-Darboux, in the SCC

method, the condition (3.13) is rewritten in a more convenient form

(3.14)

which is called the canonical-variables condition. Provided that

'Cpi' a n d 'Cyi' a r e analytic functions of n and n* satisfying

32[Clli]/3n3n* = 32[Ciii)/3n*3n, Eq. (3.13) is easily derived from

the canonical-variables condition (3.14).

with the use of the canonical equation of collective motion

(3.9), the basic equation (3.10) is rewritten as

3[C .
.3H,8IV • o ,

0 .
(3.15)

The following is now clear: Both Eq. (3.14) and Eq. (3.15) play a

role to specify the functional forms of [Cŷ l and IC*^ , which

define the collective submanifold £ imbedded in the TDHP manifold

M , while Eq. (3.9) describes a time-evolution of the collective

motion on the two-dimensional symplectic manifold M , which is

mapped into the hypersurface £ by the functions &*- . ] and ^*^] •

Thus, the requirement (3.10) simply implies that a certain kind of

trajectories described by the canonical equations of motion (2.18)

in the TDHF manifold is approximately reproduced on the hypersur-

face Z. (See Fig. 2).

Such a geometrical picture of the SCC method is consistent

with the underlying picture of da Providencia and Urbano in their

interpretation of the invariance principle of the schrodinger equa-

tion , by which they have derived essentially the same equations

as Eqs. (3.13) and (3.15).

Our final task is to shov.1 that the SCC method automatically

incorporates the maximal-decoupling condition (3.8). This will be

given in the next section.

54. Geometrical Properties of the Collective Submanifold

In order to demonstrate, from the present geometrical point of

view, that the SCC method satisfies the maximal-decoupling condi-

tion (3.8) , it is decisive to introduce "local" canonical vari-

ables which are dependent on each point of the hypersurface I and

— 17 — -18 —



are "locally" canonical in the neighborhood of the respective

point.

Up to now, we have not yet prescribed any character of the

non-collective variables {5a,££;<*=!,••• ,MN-l). If they are the

canonical variables as well as the collective variables, the

transformation (3.2) becomes the canonical transformation which

keeps the condition

a a h cf = -«„ •

(a=l,•••,MN-1) .
(4.2)

By substituting the Taylor expansion (3.3) into Eq. (4.2), we

obtain

Tr{J W "I .

t3CT 3C »Cf 3C 3C 3C+ (4.1)
+ higher derivative terms, (4.3a)

r 3C 3C 1C JC

With the aid of the theorem of Frobenius-Darboux, the condition may

be expressed in a more convenient form

+|£ - |£_ c} - n* , Tr(C+|L - ! £ C}

*) Provided that CJji and C ^ are analytic functions of (n,n*;Sa,

5J) , Eq. (4.1) is derived from Eq. (4.2) with the use of the

relations 32C(ji/3n3n* = 3
2CJji/3n*3n, 3

2C

+ higher derivative terms.

a a

+ higher derivative terms ,

(4 .3b)

( 4 . 3 c )
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- .„,.

+ higher derivative terms . (4.3d)

From Eqs. (4.3a) and (4.3b) we can easily find that the collective

variables (1,1*) defined by the canonical-variables condition(3.14)

just correspond to the first terms of Eqs. (4.3a) and (4.3b).

Now the "local" (non-collective) canonical variables (̂ a/̂ aJ

o=l,2,*••,MN-1) are defined from Eq. (4.3) by omitting the higher-

derivative terms. Provided that such local canonical variables (£a

,?*.) are used, from Eqs. (4.3a) and (4.3b) we have

(4.4)

which guarantees that the collective variables (1,1*) defined by

the canonical-variables condition (3.14) are "global" canonical

variables. Prom Eqs. (4.3c) and (4.3d), we obtain

Tr{[CT][ft-]-[|f-][C]} = 0, Trf [Cliffy]-[If^ 0,
(4.5)

r-li = o.

(4.6)

Since Eq.(4.5) is included into Eq. (4.4), a set of Eqs. (4.4)

and (4.6) provides us the condition to define the local canonical

variables (?a,5J,), and determines the un-known functions [3C ./a? ]

and [3cy-j/HJ] in Eq. (3.3), which depend on the global collective

variables (n,n*) alone.

In order to make clear a physical meaning of the condition to

define the local canonical variables, let us employ the following

notations

coll . 3'Cyi'
ayi = 3n , b-

(4.7)

Then, the condition together with Eq. (3.13) can be expressed as

V I,coll, coll,* coll,v,coll *, _ ,l,
ui

o ,

(4.8)

Equation (4.8) simply has the same structure as the orthonormality

relation appeared in the random-phase approximation (RPA);
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coll

(4.9a)

iF,

e [X xo]e !•„>
(4.9b)

where _ _ ,,

o+ = elPafe"iF, B^ H elPb?e~aP . (4.9c)

Thus, the tangent vectors of the collective hypersurface £ at the

point tic -],IC*^]} are given by
coll
(iii)l

,co'll
.coll

coll*
(ui)l

coll*

coll*
a

(4.10)

and the rest of the vectors satisfying the relation (4.8), i.e.,

h
(Pi)MN
a •

a (4.11)

a
b° ..

provide a set of 2(MN-1) local vectors perpendicular to the tangent

vectors. (See Fig. 3).

We are now at a position to show that the SCC method automati-

cally incorporates the maximal -decoupling condition (3.8). Sub-

stituting Eq. (3.15) into Eq. (3.7b), we obtain

(4.12)

r3C t
13fC) _ 31C t ] .3C . ,

ldz' 3n 3n lii'!

Due to the relation (4.4), Eq. (4.12) leads to the maximal- decou-

pling condition (3,8), i.e..

iff) - 0 - 0 («- I,-
(4.13)

This implies that the collective hypersurface I defined by the SCC

method satisfies such a dynamical condition that the total energy

of the system is always stationary with respect to the local non-

collective variables (£Q,£*) defined at each point on the hypersur-

face £.

§5. Stability of the Collective Submanifold

In order that the trajectory on the collective hypersurface E

is really stable, it is necessary to investigate the second-order

derivatives of the total unergy at each point on the hypersurface

— 23 — -24 —



with respect to the local non-collective canonical variables. Since

we hive, from Eq. (3.6),

(5.1)

. {-UL- ui + _«_ "Pi } , etc.

the second-order derivatives of the total energy on the hypersur-

face I are given by

ui vj 4a

(5.2b)

3C*

Pi vj 04cx (5.2c)

where we have omitted the second-order derivatives of C . and C*

such as I32C|Ji/3Ca3?e), [3
2Cui/3?a3C^], [ S

2 ^ ./8?J35*1 , etc., in

accordance with the definition of the local canonical variables.

So far we have not yet imposed any condition upon the local

canonical variables (5a,?J; =1,2,•••,MN-1) characterized by Eg.

(4.8). Here we impose the condition

(5.3)

which implies that local variables (5a,CJ) are of the "normal" non-

collective modes. The stability condition of the collective sub-

manifold E is then given by

32H
3 5a 3 Ca (5.4)

When the stability condition (5.4) is satisfied at every point on

the hypersurface 1, the trajectories corresponding to the large-

amplitude collective motion in the TDHF manifold M can be

regarded to be successfully reproduced on it by the SCC method.

Namely, an approximate integral surface characterizing the collec-

tive motion is satisfactorily extracted. On the contrary, the

occurrence of the instability of the hypersurface at some points on

it means the occurrence of a kind of "phase transition" at the

points due to large coupling effects between the collective mode (

n*,n) and some of the non-collective modes U a,CJ). This implies

that the dimension of the collective submanifoid is too small to
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reproduce the collective trajectories in the TDHF manifold and one

has to extend the number of collective variables so as to incorpo-

rate the large coupling effects into the enlarged collective

submanifold I' O Z.
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Fiqure Captions

Fig. 1 Diffeomorphie mapping M *£ defined by the SCC method.

Fig. 2 Approximate trajectory on the collective submanifold

defined by the SCC method.

Fig. 3 Imbedded one dimensional submanifold in three

dimensional manifold. Local non-collective vectors

fla (dotted arrows) perpendicular to the tangent vector

A (solid arrow) defined at each point of the

submanifold are illustrated.
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